Youth Taskforce (YTF) Minutes of Meeting

Tuesday 17th, July 2018
From 10.30am -12:00 pm
Basecamp meeting room #4

Attendees
Raed, Dina, Mai (NRC), Nawal, Ala, Rana (IRD), Buraq, Haneen (QS), Kareem(UNICEF), Bassam (FCA),
Aya, Ahmad (RI).
1.
-

YTF Agenda:
RI – Child labor taskforce update
Share compiled work plan mid-year review and sign off from members
Discuss draft service mapping product
Feedback and collection of FGDs conducted by supporting partners
AoBs

RI – Child labor
Starting 2017 and with the shifts in operations in Zaatari camp, the CL-TF members has
shirked as some of the orginisations has left the camp. based on a recent survey conducted
by UNICEF and IMC 1950 case was identified, yet only 950 case were verified. On that a
group of organisations decided to work on CL. The campaign started later last year help a lot
increasing the registration.
Currently, as the harvest season is in its peak and a lot of children are engaged in the work
outside the camp mainly in the agricultural projects, RI and UNICEF met with ESWG and
CPWG came up with an action plan to work – attached to the MoM.
IMC is responsible to train any interested CL worker to identify the CL cases and on who to
work with them, trainings will involve how to deal with the children and the parents. In
collaboration with ILO, identified cases will get the support to increase their opportunities to
either access CFW or labor market with a work permit.
Early August, back to school campaign will start from MAKANI centers [12 in Zaatari], Makani
workers will be oriented to identify eligible students to enroll in the formal school or to refer
them to other educational programmes as RI-school dropout, or vocational training etc.
The campaign will also work on increase the information sharing and the coordination
among all working groups inside the camp.
Please refer to the attached CL action plan to learn more about the suggested actions.

Action Point1: Dr. Ahmad to share softcopies to be shared with the group
Action Point2: CL-TF to share upcoming training opportunities.
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Finalize med-year YTF action plan review
After compiling the feedback from the action plan workshop, the additions were integrated into the
document – please refer to the updated documents for review.
Most of the comments were added to the already existing objectives, but with increased relevance
or with examples on the how/whom to work on. The main point discussed again in the meeting was
to highlight youth projects/initiatives/success stories in the newsletter.
The group also suggested to create a YTF or youth camp related Facebook page. as the chairs
understand the importance of social media and its roles into positively impacting the youth
programmes, a separate meeting will be dedicated to discuss this suggestion. During that meeting
social media experts should be invited to share the best practices and the risks, to inform the group
decision.
Youth service mapping
A draft map was shared by UNHCR-IRD team; the feedback was asking about the possibility to
include more information about the services. And to make a spate map for each category which will
support the easy access to information based on the category of the service.
The team is still working on finishing all categories and looking into the possibility of adding more
information.
Full product is expected to be finalized by mid-Aug.

Feedback on FGDs

Most of the orginisations were able to conduct and share the FGDs finding with Raed Sawalha (cochair), yet not all of the FGDs results were received. YTF chairs will compile all findings and share for
review and recommend messages to relevant working group chairs.

AoBs
Bridging Education & Art Together (BEAT Global) proposal
The updated proposal can be found following the link, please note the BEAT Global team
members are planning to visit the camp second week of September [dates to be confirmed
towards the date] to conduct a workshop to orginisations focal points seeking feedback and
taking discussions further to potential partners who are willing to accommodate this
initiative. Orginisations interested in accommodating this initiative are kindly requested to
contact Kristine Lin kristine@beatglobal.org
James Kim james@beatglobal.org directly.
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